Corner separation contributes greatly to the loss and the passage blockage in a compressor stage. In order to mitigate the corner separation and improve the aerodynamic performance of compressors, a novel passive flow control method, an off-surface micro-blade installed upstream of the separation onset location, was proposed. A numerical investigation has was performed in an annular compressor cascade to assess the control effectiveness of the micro-blade. The results show that the location of the micro-blade affects the control effect significantly. The application of the well-designed micro-blade enhances the diffusion capacity considerably under the inflow incidence from À2 to þ10 , accompanied by a slight loss reduction at some particular incidences. Detailed analysis of the predicted flow field was carried out to understand the underlying mechanism. It indicates that a ''jet'' forms upstream of the separation onset location with the application of the micro-blade. The formation of the jet reduces the thickness of boundary layer on the suction surface and builds a ''jet barrier'' near the endwall to hinder the accumulation of the low momentum fluid. The influence of the incidence was also investigated. It is concluded that the incidence increase has both positive and negative influences on the control effect of the micro-blade. As a result, the performance of the micro-blade is sensitive to the variation of inlet incidence.
Introduction
Corner separation is an inherent flow feature in the junction of the suction surface and endwall of axial compressors. 1 From earlier researches, it was found that this kind of the three-dimensional separation can lead to the flow blockage and the loss from downstream mixing, which have negative effects on the stability and efficiency of axial compressors. [2] [3] [4] [5] For the reduction of entire size and weight, the increase of compressor stage loading makes the corresponding increase of the cross passage pressure gradient and the streamwise adverse pressure gradient unavoidable. Therefore, the corner separation gradually becomes one of the most essential limiting factors on the highloaded axial compressor performance and operability.
In order to control the negative effects caused by corner separations and to improve the performance of high-loaded compressors, many active and passive flow control methods have been proposed. Concerning the development of active flow control methods, a number of studies show that the active flow control methods, such as boundary layer suction, 6 boundary layer jet, 7 vortex generator jet, 8 as well as plasma actuation 9 have the capacity to suppress corner separations. Due to the complexity of actuation system and the requirement of energy input, these flow control methods were not pursued for the practical application. Compared with active flow control methods, passive flow control methods can be achieved easily by device with the relatively simple geometry and does not require any external energy supply. Many passive flow methods have been investigated in axial compressors, including three-dimensional blade shaping, 10 endwall profiling, 11, 12 and vortex generators. 13 These passive flow
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As a passive separation control device, the splitter blade, widely used in centrifugal compressors, is also introduced into axial flow turbomachinery. The studies carried out by Tzuoo et al., 14 Qiu et al., 15 and Liu et al. 16 indicates that the pressure ratio increase and loss reduction are achieved by splittered axial compressors under the highly loaded condition. In addition, splitter blades have been also used by Lavagnoli et al., 17 Yasa et al., 18 Spataro et al., 19 and Clark et al. 20 in axial turbines. However, the traditional design concept of splitter blades is proposed primarily for the reduction of two-dimensional separations near the blade trailing edge rather than three-dimensional separations in the corner region. Under the guidance of this design concept, the splitter blades are generally located at the centerline of the passage and start somewhere downstream of the inlet to the trailingedge plane in order to increase the solidity at the rear, which easily leads to the weight increase. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a novel design concept of splitter blades for the mitigation of corner separations.
In the external flow, researchers found that flow separations of the flat plate, 21 elongated bluff body, 22 wind turbine, 23 and isolated airfoil 24, 25 can be diminished by the introduction of micro-elements in the proximity to the surface where flow separations appear. Such micro-elements, including small circular cylinders and small plates, are entirely located outside the boundary layer and hence called ''off-surface control elements''. Luo et al. 24 and Zhou et al. 25 studied the control effect of the small circular cylinder and small plate on the separation of isolated airfoil. The numerical investigations show that the aerodynamic performance of controlled airfoil was considerably improved at high angles of attack due to the mitigation of the separation. Wang et al. 23 carried out a numerical study and found that the separation of the vertical axis wind turbine was supressed by setting a micro-cylinder upstream of the blade leading edge. The aforementioned researches show that the nominal two-dimensional separation caused by adverse pressure gradient on the surface of airfoils and wind turbine blades can be controlled by the application of off-surface control elements. Since three-dimensional corner separations in axial compressors are also dominated by the adverse pressure gradient, our research team suppose that corner separations might be suppressed by the off-surface control elements.
Inspired by off-surface control elements, the current paper proposes an idea of replacing the traditional splitter blade with a small full span off-surface micro-blade to reduce the weight gain as far as possible. This micro-blade is attached upstream of the onset point of the corner separation, the chord of which is lower than 10% of main blade chord. In order to evaluate the control effect of the micro-blade on the corner separation, a numerical investigation was performed by means of steady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations in an annular compressor cascade. And detailed flow field analysis was done to understand the mechanism by which the micro-blade influences corner separations and associated losses and blockage. In addition, the influence of incidence on the control effect of the micro-blade was also studied.
Cascade and micro-blade geometry
An annular compressor cascade is selected as the platform to investigate the influence of micro-blade on the corner separation. This annular compressor cascade designed by RWTH Aachen consists of 24 untwisted blades, which are mounted on the hub (tip clearance 0.8% of blade height) and radially stacked at the gravity center of the profile. The aspect ratio is 0.86, which emphasize the negative effect of the corner separation. Details about the other design parameters of this cascade are illustrated in Table 1 . The experiment performed by Schulz et al. 26 indicated that the most striking feature is the region of massive corner separation near the hub of this cascade at a wide range of incidence. Thus, this annular compressor cascade is suitable for the research about corner separation flow control.
To reduce the corner separation and associated losses and blockage, a micro-blade is introduced into this annular compressor cascade. Two ends of the micro-blade are fixed on the shroud and hub respectively. Figure 1 presents the schematic diagram of the annular compressor cascade and the microblade. This micro-blade is stacked by a double-arc profile paralleling to the stack line of cascade blade. The detailed parameter of the micro-blade is illustrated in Table 1 , where a is the axial distance between cascade blade leading edge and micro-blade leading edge, b is the circumferential distance between micro-blade leading edge and suction surface of cascade blade, and y is the camber angle of the microblade. It is noted that the high aspect ratio of the microblade selected in this paper is likely to lead to the vibration. Therefore, mounting bosses set in certain spanwise locations need fabricating on the pressure surface of the micro-blade to support the microblade on the suction surface of the main blade in practical application. For simplicity, these mounting bosses are neglected in the current numerical study.
Five cases with different micro-blade locations are calculated, as depicted in Figure 2 and Table 2 . The micro-blades of cases MB-1-MB-3 have the same axial location of 20% c a but different circumferential locations (b ¼ 9%, 18%, 27% s). The micro-blades of cases MB-1, MB-4, and MB-5 have the same circumferential location of 9% s but different axial locations (a ¼ 9%, 20%, 35% c a ).
The axial locations of the micro-blades are selected by referring to the previous study of other methods for corner separation control. Li et al. 9 and Akcayoz et al. 27 experimentally demonstrated that the significant reduction of the corner separation was achieved, when the plasma actuator located just upstream of the onset point of corner separations. Tian et al. 28 carried out an experimental investigation of the effect of injection/suction combined flow control methods, which indicated that the optimal position of boundary layer suction was near the onset point of the corner separation on the endwall. It seems that the considerable control effect will be achieved if the location of the flow control device is near the upstream of the corner separation point. However, the axial location of separation point is easily influenced by the inlet flow incidence. In this paper, the micro-blades of cases MB-1, MB-4, and MB-5 are respectively installed just upstream of separation onset locations of the baseline cascade at incidences of þ4 , 0 , and þ8 .
Model and computational method Parameter definitions
In this paper, some parameters are defined to evaluate the control effect of the micro-blade on the cascade performance and flow field.
Total pressure loss coefficient. The total pressure loss coefficient is defined as
where Pt 1 and P 1 represent the circumferentially mass-averaged total pressure and static pressure at the cascade inlet mid-span, respectively, and Pt is the local total pressure. The mass-averaged total pressure loss 0 2,mavg and circumferentially mass-averaged total pressure loss * 2,mavg at the cascade outlet plane are used to characterize the overall loss of the annular compressor cascade.
Static pressure coefficient. The definition of the static pressure coefficient is given below
where P is the local static pressure. The mass-averaged static pressure coefficient C p 0 2,mavg at the cascade outlet plane is selected to quantify the diffusion capacity of the cascade. 
where w* 2,aavg and w* 2,mavg represents the circumferentially area-averaged and mass-averaged axial velocity of the performance calculation plane. The 1 À K is large at the spanwise location where the flow blockage is serious.
Friction coefficient. The friction coefficient is defined as below
where is the local shear stress.
Computational methodology
The computational domain starts from 170% axial chord upstream of the cascade blade leading edge to 230% axial chord downstream of the cascade blade trailing edge to avoid the influence of boundary reflecting problem. A patched-grid was generated by NUMECA AutoGrid 5, which consists of the cascade blade passage block and the micro-blade passage block. These two blocks were connected by a nonmatching interface in order to allocate the distribution of grid nodes more rationally and reduce the node number. The gird refinement was carried out near the endwall and blade surface in order to ensure the dimensionless wall distance of yþ < 1. In Figure 3 , the grid and the dimensionless wall distance yþ are shown, as well as the outlet plane (OP) in this numerical investigation, which is also the measurement plane defined in the experiment of Schulz et al. 26 A mesh independence study was performed to ensure that the computational result is independent of the grid. Figure 4 presents the mass-averaged total pressure loss coefficient 0 2,mavg at the OP with the increase of the grid number.
When the grid number exceeds 2,328,900, the massaveraged total pressure loss coefficient is nearly constant. So it can be concluded that it is enough to select a grid with 2,328,900 nodes for the present study.
The numerical simulation was performed by the commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solver ANSYS CFX. For steady simulations, threedimensional RANS equations were discretized in space using cell-vertex finite volume. The CFX highresolution option was selected to discretize the convection terms of equations. Turbulence closure was achieved by using the baseline (BSL) k-! model. Wilcox k-! (k-o) model and k-! shear stress transport (SST) model were also adopted for the validation of turbulence model.
The velocity condition was applied for the inlet boundary. The velocity profile is illustrated in Figure 5 , which is obtained from measurements. The outlet boundary condition was set as uniform atmospheric pressure. All the solid boundaries were imposed by no-slip and adiabatic conditions.
Validity of numerical simulation
To validate the simulation results, the computed baseline flow field at a 1 ¼ 44. 2 was compared with the experiment data. Numerical results obtained from BSL, k-o, and SST model were analyzed to study the effect of turbulence model. In addition, Table 1 indicates that the Reynolds numbers of the main blade and the micro-blade based on the blade chord and the mid-span inlet velocity are Re 1 ¼ 3.9 Â 10 5 and
, respectively. Due to the low Reynold number, the laminar boundary layer and transition may be dominant on the micro-blade surface. However, the transition simulation is complicated and challenging. Therefore, we also run a simulation case named ''SST Transition'' to check out the feasibility of using the transition model. In this case, the SST model was used coupled with g À Re t transition model.
Details about the experiment and its results were published by Schulz et al. 26 To keep consistency between the simulation and experiment, the inlet of the computation domain was moved to 56% axial chord upstream of the cascade blade leading edge and a tip clearance of 0.8% of blade height was given. The tip clearances of the main blade and the micro-blade were removed for simplicity when the control effect of the micro-blade is analyzed. Figure 6 makes the comparison of experimental and numerical results at the OP, where the circumferentially mass-averaged total pressure loss coefficient, circumferentially mass-averaged flow deflection angle and loss contours are provided. The definition of the circumferentially mass-averaged total pressure loss coefficient s is selected from the experimental work. It is defined as
where Pt* 1,mavg and P* 1,mavg are circumferentially mass-averaged total pressure and static pressure of the inlet plane, respectively. Pt* 2,mavg is circumferentially mass-averaged total pressure of the OP. It is obvious in Figure 6 (a) that there are regions of ''negative loss'' near the endwall. Because the strong secondary flows transport high potential fluids towards endwall and hence increase the downstream total pressure near the endwall. Similar findings are also reported by Wisler et al. 29 As shown in Figure 6 (a) and (b), the tendencies of the s and D* distributions in all calculations are consistent with measurements. Two high loss and underturning regions owing to the corner separation are captured, although the calculated loss levels are not perfectly identical with the experiment results. The predictions from the BSL model show better agreement with experiment data than those from the other three models in the hub region. The calculated results from both SST and SST Transition are in good agreement with measurements in the casing region, but are not accurate near the cascade hub. Figure 6 (c) provides the calculated and measured loss contours at the OP. It indicates that high loss in both the hub and casing corner separation region are predicted by all turbulence model. The loss in the hub corner is overestimated by the calculations from SST and SST Transition models, while is well predicted by the BSL model simulations. For the high loss region in the casing corner, simulations from the SST and SST Transition models show better agreement to the experimental data in comparison to the BSL and k-o calculations.
It can be concluded from Figure 6 that the numerical results of all turbulence models are not perfect. The calculations from the BSL model have good capacity to predict the hub corner separation, but do not perform well in the casing region. On the contrary, the simulations from SST and SST Transition models perform well in the casing region, but overestimate the influence of hub corner separation on the loss and flow deflection angle. Since the most remarkable characteristics of flow field are the hub corner separation, the calculation of flow field near hub is more important than that near the casing. Due to the good performance in the hub region, the BSL model is selected as the turbulence model for the following CFD simulations.
To verify the reliability of BSL model simulations further, Figure 7 gives the comparison between the calculations from the BSL model and the experimental data of the flow visualization. Figure 7(a) gives the predicted 3D streamline and the flow visualization experiment. It illustrates that the numerical result has succeeded in catching the flow pattern near the cascade endwall, especially recirculation region of the corner separation. Figure 7 (b) presents the predicted limiting streamlines and the oil flow visualization on the blade suction surface. The spanwise and streamwise extent of the predicted corner separation has a good agreement with the oil flow visualization. The extent of the twodimensional separation near the trailing edge is overestimated by numerical simulations.
However, since the full turbulence assumption is made by BSL turbulence model, there is no laminar separation bulb predicted on the suction surface. Although the absence of the laminar separation influences the simulation accuracy more or less, the hub corner flow we focus on is well predicted. Thus, we believe that the numerical method in this paper is reasonable and credible. Furthermore, the full turbulence assumption also avoids the influence of the laminar separation on the study results and hence highlights the control effect of the micro-blade on the corner separation. 
Results and discussion

Cascade performance
In the following, the cascade performance in the numerical results with and without micro-blade application will be analyzed, concerning the cascade loss, static pressure rise behavior, as well as the blockage. Figure 8 gives the total pressure loss coefficient of the baseline cascade and the total pressure loss difference between baseline and controlled cases. Except Case MB-4, all the other cases indicate a slight change of the cascade loss behavior. The employment of all micro-blade configurations leads to a loss reduction at some high incidences but a loss increase at low incidence. Apart from micro-blade MB-4, the cascade diffusion capacity is improved significantly by all the other micro-blade within the incidence range we concerned. Case MB-4 shows the static pressure rise drop dramatically at incidence of þ8 . Additionally, Figures 8 and 9 also indicate that the location of the micro-blade affects the control effect of the micro-blade and its variation with incidence. Cases MB-1$MB-3 show that, for a given axial location a, smaller circumferential distance b leads to less loss increase in the regime of the low incidence. Moreover, Cases MB-1, MB-4, and MB-5 indicate the influence of the micro-blade axial location a. Case MB-4, where the micro-blade is located away from the leading edge of main blade, performs poorly at high incidence. For Case MB-5 where the micro-blade is located near the main-blade leading edge, the enhancement of the diffusion capacity is not as evident as those of other cases within a wide range of incidence. The micro-blade for Case MB-1, which is installed between the micro-blades of Cases MB-4 and MB-5, achieves a considerable increase of static pressure rise at all concerned incidences and a loss reduction within wide incidence range. This means that, for a given circumferential distance b, there is an optimal axial location for the performance benefit.
Due to the significant control effect, Case MB-1 is chosen for detailed analysis about the micro-blade flow control. For this case, the highest benefit of static pressure rise is 22.45% at incidence of þ4 and the best loss reduction of 3.47% is achieved at incidence of 8 . In Figure 10 , the spanwise distributions of circumferentially mass-averaged total pressure loss coefficient at three incidences for BSL and Case MB-1 are shown. For the baseline cascade, it can be observed that the total pressure loss in the hub and casing region is much higher than that near mid-span. According to the loss analysis method of Hergt et al., 30 it can be inferred that the high total pressure loss region with large spanwise extent near the hub is due to the hub corner separation, and the total pressure loss near the mid-span is mainly associated with the viscous effect of the blade surface boundary layer as well as the consequent wake loss. For the controlled cascade, the loss associated with hub corner separation is reduced but the loss near the mid-span is increased due to wake mixing of the micro-blade. Combined with the loss behavior presented above, the total loss of the case at incidence of 0 increases and total loss of other two cases decrease. Thus, it can be inferred that the loss increase resulted from the microblade wake is larger than the loss reduction achieved by the mitigation of the corner separation at incidence of 0 and the opposed effect occurs at other two incidences. Figures 11 and 12 respectively present the spanwise distributions of circumferentially mass-averaged flow deflection angle and blockage factor for BSL and Case MB-1. The baseline cases show the blockage produced by the hub corner separation causes the flow underturning near the hub at all incidences. For the controlled cases, it is noteworthy that the role of the micro-blade on the flow deflection angle and blockage distribution is more significant than that on the loss distribution. At incidence of 0 and 4 , the increase of the deflection angle and decrease of blockage, after using micro-blade, is achieved whether in the hub region or mid-span. Moreover, the change occurs in the hub region is more remarkable than that at the mid-span, which reduces the spanwise distortion of the deflection flow angle owing to the corner separation. But for the case at incidence of 10 , the blockage near the hub increases. According to the static pressure rise behavior mentioned above, it can be concluded that the blockage reduction caused by the micro-blade can mitigate the flow underturning and hence results in the significant improvement of the cascade diffusion capacity.
In summary, the loss and blockage resulted from the hub corner separation are mitigated by using the micro-blade, which leads to the improvement of the cascade performance, especially the diffusion capacity. For the micro-blade with suitable geometry parameters, the diffusion capacity can be substantially enhanced at all concerned incidences, with the loss reduced somewhat under a certain range of high incidences. The control effect of this method is sensitive to the installation location of the micro-blade.
Flow control mechanisms
In order to further and reveal the mechanism by which the corner separation is suppressed, flow fields of the baseline case and Case MB-1 were compared. As mentioned above, the previous studies about other flow control methods indicated that flow control devices with the installation location near the upstream of the corner separation point will achieve a remarkable control effect. According to this, the mitigation of the corner separation, for Case MB-1, should be significant at þ4 incidence where the corner separation point of the baseline cascade is located just downstream of the micro-blade. Therefore, results at incidence of þ4 were selected for the detailed analysis of flow fields. Figure 13 provides the patterns of suction surface limiting streamlines and contours of wall friction coefficient with and without the micro-blade. For the controlled case, it is obvious that the extent of reverse flow on the suction surface is reduced and the focus F1 inside it disappears. This means that the region of the three-dimensional corner separation becomes smaller than baseline case. In addition, a full span low friction area marked by the black rectangular box appears on the suction surface, which indicates that the flow velocity decrease near the micro-blade. Also, a new focus F2 and reverse flow appear in the near-hub part of this low friction area. It can be also observed in Figure 11 that the radial migration of low momentum fluid from casing is supressed.
To explain the phenomenon appearing on the suction surface, Figure 14 presents the distribution of suction surface static pressure coefficient and normalized axial velocity contours at 12% span where the iso-axial velocity line at w/w 1 ¼ 0 is marked. The location of the 12% span is highlighted in Figure  13 . As shown in contours, the flow reverse occurs in the region between the zero axial velocity line and the cascade suction surface. After using the micro-blade, this region of reverse flow associated with the corner separation nearly disappears. The characteristic feature of the controlled case is a high pressure peak on the suction surface. The formation of this high pressure peak may be mainly attributed to the flow stagnation at the micro-blade leading edge and also relating to the concave curvature of the micro-blade pressure surface. Downstream of the high pressure peak, the flow near the blade surface accelerates and forms a ''suction surface jet''.
For further analysis, the development of the suction surface boundary layer at 12% span is given in Figure 15 . For the case with the micro-blade, the velocity profile on the suction surface indicates that the boundary layer downstream of the micro-blade is thinner than the baseline case due to the ''jet'' induced by the local high pressure region. That means that the suction surface boundary layer upstream of the original separation onset point become more separation-resistant, which leads to the reduction of reverse flow region at 12% span. Besides the flow features on the suction surface, it is also well known that the flow features near the endwall are closely related to the corner separation. To illustrate the effect of the micro-blade on the endwall flow feature, the patterns of endwall streamlines and contours of wall friction coefficient with and without the micro-blade are given in Figure  16 . By comparing the two figures in this figure, a new high wall shear region appears downstream of the micro-blade due to the flow acceleration. This means that the ''suction surface jet'' mentioned above also occurs near the endwall. From the local amplification in Figure 16(b) , it is shown that the flow in the high wall shear region is from the pressure surface of the micro-blade, where the fluid has high momentum. Meanwhile, for the controlled case, a separation line accompanied by a low wall shear region appears between the cross flow and the high wall shear region. This indicates that the cross flow lifts off from the endwall when striking the ''jet'' of the high potential fluid. In addition, a new focus F5 appears downstream of the high wall shear region, with the micro-blade, which might be attributed to the interaction between the ''suction surface jet'' and vortex corresponding to the focus F3. Figure 17 provides the flow structures near the endwall described by the three-dimensional streamlines. For the baseline case, the cross flow of the inlet boundary layer is entirely rolled into the ring vortex in the region of corner separation. For the controlled case in Figure 17(b) , the vortex foot on the suction surface disappear in accompany with the alleviation of the corner separation. Moreover, it is obvious that the cross flow of cascade with the micro-blade can be divided into two parts: one part of the cross flow coloured by red is rolled into the region of the corner separation; the rest coloured by green is deflected in the spanwise direction (the deflection of the cross flow is marked by the arrow head arc in Figure 17(b) ) and driven downstream before approaching the suction surface, rather than being accumulated in the corner region. Combined with the conclusion about the interaction of the ''jet'' and the cross flow in Figure 16 , it can be concluded that the ''suction surface jet'' induced by the micro-blade can build a ''jet barrier'' near the endwall, which prevents the accumulation of the low momentum flow transported by passage cross flow in the corner region.
In summary, the application of the micro-blade induces the suction surface jet that positive effects on the flow near the suction surface and the endwall at incidence of 4 .
Influence of the incidence
For most of passive flow control methods, a universal problem is that the control effect is easily affected by the inlet flow condition, and the micro-blade is no exception. Figure 18 presents the variation of the control effect with incidence for Case MB-1 separately. It indicates that two extremums of the control effect appear at þ4 and þ5 , respectively, by which the incidence range is divided into three parts. The control effect increases within the incidence ranges A and C, but decreases within the incidence range B. This nonmonotonic variation of the control effect with increasing incidence implies that the increase of the inflow incidence plays both the positive and negative roles on the control effect of the micro-blade. The incidence ranges A and C are dominated by the positive effect, while the incidence range B is dominated by the negative effect.
Positive influence
The analysis about the spanwise distributions of the control effect in Figures 10 to 12 shows that the application of the micro-blade leads to a significant control effect in the hub region where the corner separation is dominated and a slight blockage mitigation with an additional wake mixing loss in the mid-span region.
At low incidence, corner separation of the baseline cascade is weak and dominates small range of the spanwise location. Mitigating corner separation has limited influence on the cascade performance. With the incidence increasing, corner separation become stronger and dominates a wider range of spanwise location for the baseline case. Therefore, the range of spanwise location, where the mitigation of corner separation achieves the loss and blockage reduction, becomes larger and a more significant control effect is achieved. In this sense, the incidence increase has positive influence on the control effect.
Negative influence
The decrease of control effect in the incidence range B shows that the negative aspect of the incidence increase emerges when the incidence increases above þ4
. Therefore, the flow field in the incidence range above þ4 was analyzed to study the negative influence of the incidence increase. Figure 19 provides the limiting streamlines and isoaxial velocity surfaces of w/w 1 ¼ À 0.001 at incidences of þ4
, þ6 , and þ10 (marked by yellow line in Figure 18 ). In addition to the recirculation zone associated with corner separations, a new recirculation zone marked by circles is observed after using the micro-blade. This recirculation zone starts somewhere upstream of the micro-blade leading edge. As the incidence increases from þ4 to þ10 , the extent of the new recirculation zone is enlarged. Moreover, the micro-blade stall seems to occur near the hub at incidence of þ10 , which has a negative effect on the cascade performance. In Figure 19 , the influence of the incidence on the jet effect near the hub is also illustrated. It can be seen that, under the jet effect induced by micro-blade, a trough appears on the iso-axial velocity surface. The trend of this trough can represent the hub jet direction, which is marked by red arrow in Figure 19 . As the incidence increases from þ4 to þ6 , the hub jet direction is pushed away from the suction surface of the cascade blade by the corner separation region. At incidence of þ10 , the trough on the iso-axial velocity surface almost disappears. It can be inferred from aforementioned phenomena that the incidence increasing leads to the reduction of hub jet effect and hence play a negative role on the control effect in the incidence range above þ4 . To further explain the negative influence of the incidence increase near the hub, Figure 20 presents the axial velocity contours and streamlines at 1% span at three incidences. This figure clearly indicates the decay of the jet effect near the hub with the incidence increasing from þ4 to þ6 . Due to the weak jet effect, the corner separation region is nearly unaffected by the micro-blade application at incidences of þ6 and þ10 . In the local amplifications of the flow field around the micro-blade at incidence of þ6 and þ10 , the small separation region A corresponding to the new recirculation in Figure  19 is marked by red circle. With the incidence increasing, the separation region A become larger and blocks the passage between the micro-blade and the main blade, which reduces the fluid that forms the jet flow. At incidence of þ10 , the whole passage between the micro-blade and the main blade is blocked and hence the jet effect disappears at 1% span. In addition, the local amplification also indicates that the separation on the micro-blade suction surface become significant with the incidence increasing because the blockage of the passage between the micro-blade and the main blade deflects the incoming flow into main passage and leads to the increase of the micro-blade incidence. At incidence of 10 , the large flow incidence upstream of the micro-blade leads to the micro-blade stall at the hub as shown in Figure 19 .
Within the incidence range B, the drop of the control effect can be explained by the negative influence of the incidence increase on the near-hub control effect. Within the incidence range C, although the control effect near the hub decreases with the increasing incidence, the overall control effect is improved. This means that the incidence increase plays the positive role on the control effect in the region away from the hub within the same incidence range. To show this positive influence of the incidence increase, flow field in the mid-span region is discussed. Figure 21 provides the axial velocity contours and streamlines of 45% span at three incidences. For controlled case, the jet is nearly unchanged with the incidence increasing from þ4 to þ10 . Because there is no separation region located in the passage between the micro-blade and main blade. At incidences of þ4 and þ6
, the baseline flow field at 45% span is in good condition. The micro-blade application has little effect on the flow field. When the incidence increases, the spanwise extent of the corner separation become Figure 20 . Axial velocity contours and streamlines at 1% span. LE: leading edge.
larger. At þ10
incidence, the flow field at 45% span is evidently influenced by the corner separation for baseline case. After using the micro-blade, the corner separation disappears and the flow field is improved significantly. Therefore, the incidence increase has positive influence on the control effect at 45% span within the incidence range from þ4 to þ10 . In summary, the increase of the inflow incidence has both positive and negative influences on the control effect of the micro-blade. On the one hand, the loss reduction region of the micro-blade is enlarged with the incidence increasing due to the expansion of the baseline corner separation region. On the other hand, the incidence increase leads to the increasing blockage of the passage between the micro-blade and main blade near the hub, which reduces the hub jet effect and increase the incidence to micro-blade near the hub. In addition, the positive and negative influences of the incidence increase, which dominate the different spanwise locations can coexist within the same incidence range. Therefore, the overall variation of the micro-blade control effect with the increasing incidence depends on the competing effect of both positive and negative aspects.
Conclusions
Inspired by the success of off-surface flow control methods in external flow, a novel passive flow control method with a micro-blade installed upstream of separation onset location is proposed in this paper to mitigate the corner separation. This flow control method can be regarded as a novel design concept of splitter blades. The impact of micro-blade applications on the cascade performance and the flow field are investigated in an annular cascade based on the credible numerical simulations.
1. The numerical results indicate that the control effect of the micro-blade is significantly influenced by the installation location. For the well-designed micro-blade, the diffusion capacity is considerably enhanced under the inflow incidence from À2 to þ10
, accompanied by a slight loss reduction at some particular incidences. 2. Detailed analysis of the flow field was carried out to understand the flow mechanism. The flow field near the suction surface indicates that a ''suction surface jet'' appears downstream of the microblade. This ''jet'' leads to two positive control effect: reducing the thickness of boundary layer on the suction surface and building a ''jet barrier'' to prevent the accumulation of low momentum flow transported by passage cross flow. 3. The control effect of this flow control method is significantly influenced by the inlet flow incidence.
The incidence increase has both positive and negative influences on the control effect of the microblade. The overall variation of the micro-blade control effect with the increasing incidence depends on the competing effect of both positive and negative aspects. However, the very small geometric features of the micro-blade bring the challenges for manufacturing, stress, and robustness. There is still a long way to go before the application of the micro-blade in a real machine.
